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Abstract

Capturing high-dimensional (HD) data is a long-term challenge in signal processing and related

fields. Snapshot compressive imaging (SCI) uses a two-dimensional (2D) detector to capture HD (≥ 3D)

data in a snapshot measurement. Via novel optical designs, the 2D detector samples the HD data in

a compressive manner; following this, algorithms are employed to reconstruct the desired HD data-

cube. SCI has been used in hyperspectral imaging, video, holography, tomography, focal depth imaging,

polarization imaging, microscopy, etc. Though the hardware has been investigated for more than a decade,

the theoretical guarantees have only recently been derived. Inspired by deep learning, various deep neural

networks have also been developed to reconstruct the HD data-cube in spectral SCI and video SCI. This

article reviews recent advances in SCI hardware, theory and algorithms, including both optimization-based

and deep-learning-based algorithms. Diverse applications and the outlook of SCI are also discussed.
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I. INTRODUCTION

We live in a high-dimensional (HD) world. Sensing and capturing the HD data (signal) around us is

the first step to perception and understanding. Recent advances in artificial intelligence and robotics have

produced an unprecedented demand for HD data capture and processing. Unfortunately, most physical

optical, x-ray, radar and acoustic sensors consist of 2D arrays. Sensors that directly perform 3D (and

larger) data acquisition generally do not exist.

To address this challenge, snapshot compressive imaging (SCI) utilizes a 2D detector to capture HD

(≥ 3D) data. Equipped with advanced compressive sensing (CS) algorithms [1], [2], SCI has demonstrated

promising results on hyperspectral [3]–[7], temporal [8]–[12], volumetric [13], [14], holographic [15]–

[17], light field [18], polarization [19], high dynamic range [20]–[22], focal [23], spectral-temporal [24],

spectral-polarization [25], spatial-temporal [26], range-temporal [27], [28], holographic-temporal [17]

and focal-temporal [29] data. These systems utilize novel optical designs to capture the compressed

2D measurement and then employ CS algorithms [30]–[37] to reconstruct the HD data. This leads to a

hardware encoder plus a software decoder system, which enjoys the advantages of low bandwidth/memory

requirements, fast acquisition speed and potentially low cost and low power. Here, the “hardware encoder”

denotes the optical imaging system of the SCI while the “software decoder” denotes the reconstruction

algorithm. In a nutshell, SCI systems modulate the HD data with a higher speed than the capture rate

of the camera. With knowledge of the modulation, HD data can be reconstructed from each compressed

measurement by using advanced CS algorithms. This article will give a conceptual tutorial on SCI and

then provide a review of recent advances, including the hardware design, theoretical analysis, algorithm

developments and applications.

A. Motivation and Challenges

As mentioned above, a number of systems summarized in Table I demonstrate the feasibility of the

use of SCI to capture high-speed HD data. In general, SCI belongs to the scientific area computational

imaging [38], [39], a multidisciplinary topic, in which optics, computation and signal processing come

together.

Though related to CS, the forward model of SCI is significantly different from the global random

transformation-based CS, e.g., the single-pixel camera regime [40] in Fig. 5 (top). It is more closely

related to sparse MRI [41], which is also a tomographic approach but deals with a different sampling

structure. In contrast with global transformations, both SCI and sparse MRI incorporate compact forward

model support to improve conditioning and a physics-based sampling structure.
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The theoretical basis of SCI has been recently addressed in [42]. In parallel to this theoretical advance,

deep learning based algorithms [36], [37], [43]–[50] have recently shown promise in end-to-end SCI

systems.

From the signal processing perspective, deep learning has brought new challenges for SCI reconstruc-

tion, such as: i) interpretability of convolutional neural networks (CNNs) for SCI reconstruction and other

inverse problems, ii) efficient algorithm design using (probably pre-trained or training-free) deep learning

networks, and iii) convergence analysis of algorithms using deep learning networks. In this article, we

aim to address the first two challenges by detailing the deep-learning based reconstruction frameworks

in Sec. VIII. Convergence will also be briefly discussed, and this is an important direction for future

research. With the advances of deep learning, real-time reconstruction is anticipated. Based on this, we

expect to see more and more SCI systems being used in our daily life. In addition, machine-learning based

task driven SCI systems will be developed not only for reconstruction but also for anomaly detection,

pattern recognition and other tasks.

B. Organization of This Article

In Sec. II we provide the underlying principle of SCI and briefly describe some exemplar SCI systems.

The mathematical model of SCI is derived in Sec. III and in Sec. IV we present the theoretical guarantees.

Regularization based conventional optimization algorithms, shallow-learning algorithms and deep learning

algorithms are introduced in Sec. V, VI, and VII, respectively. In Sec. VIII we provide recent research

results for bridging the gap between deep learning and traditional (iterative) optimization algorithms.

Diverse applications and the outlook of SCI systems are discussed in Sec. X and Sec. XI, respectively.

II. IMAGING SYSTEMS OF SCI

In this article, we will use SCI for 3D signals to demonstrate the ideas, theory, and algorithms, with

video SCI and spectral SCI as two representative applications. The described principles can be readily

extended to other HD SCI systems.

A. Underlying Principle

Consider the 3D data-cube shown in the left of Fig. 1, which uses a spectral cube (x, y, λ) as an

example. Our aim is to sample this 3D cube using a 2D detector (sensor). The underlying principle is

to compress this 3D cube into a 2D measurement. In contrast to global random matrix CS systems, e.g.,

the single-pixel camera regime [40], SCI compresses the data-cube across the third dimension, e.g., the
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TABLE I

DIFFERENT SCI SYSTEMS TO CAPTURED DIVERSE HD DATA-CUBE. LCOS: LIQUID CRYSTAL ON SILICON; DMD: DIGITAL

MICROMIRROR DEVICE. (x, y): 2D SPATIAL COORDINATES; λ: WAVELENGTH (SPECTRUM); t: TIME; z: DEPTH; p:

POLARIZATION; d: DYNAMIC RANGE; (x, y, z): 3D TOMOGRAPHY OR HOLOGRAPHY; (x, y) + z: 2D IMAGE PLUS DEPTH

MAP.

Data-cube Modulation method Reference

(x, y, λ)

Fixed mask + disperser

LCoS

Diffuser

[3]–[6], [48], [51]

[7]

[52]

(x, y, t)

Shifting mask

Streak camera

DMD

LCoS

Structured illumination

[10], [53]

[11]

[8], [26], [37]

[9]

[12]

(x, y) + z

Stereo imaging

Structured illumination

Depth from focus

Focal stack

Stereo X-ray, lensless

[28]

[27]

[23]

[54]

[55]

(x, y, z)

Holography

Diffuser

Coherence tomography

X-ray tomography, coded aperture

Light field

[15], [16]

[56]

[14], [57]

[58]–[62]

[18], [63], [64]

(x, y, p) LCoS [19]

(x, y, d)
Mask

LCoS

[20], [22]

[21]

(x, y, t) + z

Stereo imaging

Structured illumination

Focal stack

[28]

[27]

[29]

(x, y, d, t) Random exposure [65]

(x, y, λ, t)
Shifting mask + disperser

LED + DMD

[24]

[66]

(x, y, λ, p) LCoS [25]

(x, y, z, t) DMD + holography [17]

(x, y, z, λ) X-ray, coded aperture [67]
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Fig. 1. Encoding process of SCI. Left: the desired 3D data-cube, shown here as (x, y, λ); right: each frame (a 2D image

corresponding to a specific wavelength) is modulated by a different mask and then integrated into the 2D “compressed”

measurement.

Fig. 2. Decoding process of SCI. The “coded measurement” captured by the SCI system is sent to the algorithm (either

optimization based, or deep learning based) along with the masks to recover the data-cube.

spectral dimensional in Fig. 1. As depicted in Fig. 1, we first decompose the 3D cube into its constituent

2D frames based on different wavelengths. Then, for each 2D frame, we impose a 2D mask to modulate

it via pixel-wise product (element-wise multiplication denoted by �). These modulated frames are then

summed up (integrating light to the sensor within one exposure time) into a coded, and thus compressed,

measurement, which will be captured by the 2D detector, e.g., a charge-coupled device (CCD) or a

complementary metal–oxide–semiconductor (CMOS) camera.
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This coded measurement is then provided to the algorithm along with the masks to reconstruct the

desired 3D data-cube (Fig. 2). With these two steps, we earn an optical hardware encoder plus a software

decoder SCI system.

The following question is how to devise the hardware to implement the encoding process in Fig. 1,

probably in a low-cost and low-power fashion, and efficient and effective algorithms to reconstruct the

desired data-cube (Fig. 2). As mentioned in the introduction, various systems have been designed in

the literature to capture HD data-cubes. Let (x, y) denote the 2D spatial-dimension, z the depth, t the

temporal dimension, λ the spectral (or wavelength) dimension, p the polarization and d the dynamic

range. Table I summarizes the imaging systems designed to capture different data-cubes with references

as well as the key modulation techniques. Note that (x, y, z) denotes 3D tomography and we use (x, y)+z

to represent a 2D image plus a depth map, which is also called 2.5D in certain articles in the literature.

Fig. 3. Schematic of the coded aperture compressive temporal imaging (CACTI) system [10]. A snapshot on the CCD encodes

tens of temporal frames of the scene coded by the spatial-variant mask, e.g., the shifting physical mask or different patterns

on the digital micromirror device (DMD). The mask/DMD and the mono/color detector, e.g., CCD, are in the conjugate image

plane of the scene.

B. Exemplar Hardware SCI Systems

This section presents two novel designs: one for video SCI and the other one for spectral SCI. In video

SCI using a low-speed camera to capture high-speed scenes, we use the coded aperture compressive

temporal imaging (CACTI) [10] as an example shown in Fig. 3. The high-speed scene is collected

by the objective lens and spatially coded by the temporal-variant mask, such as the shifting mask or

different patterns on the digital micromirror device (DMD) or the spatial light modulator (SLM), e.g., the

liquid crystal on silicon (LCoS). Then the coded scene is detected by a CCD. A snapshot on the CCD

encodes tens of temporal frames of the high-speed scene. The number of coded frames for a snapshot

is determined by the number of variant codes of the mask or different patterns on the DMD within the

integration (exposure) time. It is easy to connect the video SCI setup with the encoding process of SCI
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in Fig. 1 as the different channels are now high-speed frames at different timestamps and the masks are

the shifting variants of the physical mask or the coding patterns displayed on the DMD.

Fig. 4. Schematic (top row) and sampling principle (bottom row) of the coded aperture snapshot spectral imaging (CASSI)

system [4]. A snapshot on the CCD encodes tens of spectral bands of the scene spatially coded by the mask and spectrally

coded by the dispersive element (prism or grating). The mask, the dispersive element and the CCD are in the conjugate image

plane of the scene. In the bottom part, we used a 4× 4 checkerboard to demonstrate mask but in real system, it is on the order

of thousands by thousands elements; the ‘black’ cell blocks the light and the ‘white’ one transmits the light.

For the spectral SCI, we use the single disperser coded aperture compressive spectral imager (CASSI) [4]

shown in Fig. 4. In CASSI, the spectral scene, i.e., the (x, y, λ) data-cube, is collected by the objective

lens and spatially coded by a fixed mask, and then the coded scene is spectrally dispersed by the dispersive

element, such as a prism or a grating. The spatial-spectral coded scene is detected by the CCD. A snapshot

on the CCD encodes tens of spectral bands of the scene.

While it is straightforward to understand the video SCI encoding process, it is not intuitive to connect

the coding process in CASSI with Fig. 1. We demystify the simple and efficient coding process of CASSI

here. The main idea is using a fixed mask plus a disperser to implement multiple (N in Fig. 1) different

masks and then to modulate different spectral channels.

Let F ∈ RNx×Ny×Nλ denote the 3D spatial-spectral cube shown in the bottom-left of Fig. 4 and

M0 ∈ RNx×Ny the (fixed) physical mask used for signal modulation. We use F′ ∈ RNx×Ny×Nλ to

represent the modulated signals where images at different wavelengths are modulated separately (but by
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the same mask now), i.e., for nλ = 1, . . . , Nλ, we have

F′(:, :, nλ) = F(:, :, nλ)�M0, (1)

where � represents the element-wise multiplication. Recalling the encoding process of SCI in Fig. 1, we

need each spectral channel to be modulated by a different mask. However, we have until now that all

spectral channels are modulated by the same mask and we have not achieved yet what we expect during

encoding.

Next comes the disperser, whose role is to disperse the light to different spatial locations based on

their wavelengths. After this modulated cube (by the same mask) passes the disperser, F′ is tilted and is

considered to be sheared along the y-axis. We then use F′′ ∈ RNx×(Ny+Nλ−1)×Nλ to denote the tilted

cube and assuming λc to be the reference wavelength, i.e., image F′(:, :, nλc) is not sheared along the

y-axis, we thus arrive at

F′′(u, v, nλ) = F′(x, y + d(λn − λc), nλ), (2)

where (u, v) indicates the coordinate system on the detector plane, and λn is the wavelength at the

nλ-th channel. Here, d(λn − λc) signifies the spatial shifting for the nλ-th channel. The compressed

measurement at the detector y(u, v) can thus be modeled as

y(u, v) =
∫ λmax

λmin
f ′′(u, v, nλ)dλ, (3)

since the sensor integrates all the light in the wavelength range [λmin, λmax], where f ′′ is the analog (con-

tinuous) representation of F′′. In discretized form, the captured 2D measurement Y ∈ RNx×(Ny+Nλ−1)

is

Y =

Nλ∑
nλ=1

F′′(:, :, nλ) + E, (4)

which is a compressed frame containing the information of all modulated spectral channels and E ∈

RNx×(Ny+Nλ−1) represents the measurement noise.

For convenience of the model description, we further set M ∈ RNx×(Ny+Nλ−1)×Nλ to be the shifted

version of the (same physical) mask corresponding to different wavelengths, i.e.,

M(u, v, nλ) = M0(x, y + d(λn − λc)). (5)

Similarly, for each signal frame at different wavelengths, the shifted version F̃ ∈ RNx×(Ny+Nλ−1)×Nλ is

given by

F̃(u, v, nλ) = F(x, y + d(λn − λc), nλ). (6)
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Based on the above, the measurement Y can be represented as

Y =

Nλ∑
nλ=1

F̃(:, :, nλ)�M(:, :, nλ) + E. (7)

Eq. (7) corresponds to the encoding process of SCI in Fig. 1 and also leads to the similar forward model

used in Sec. III.

Note that the 3D mask M can be obtained by calibration and after we solve for F̃ given Y and M,

we can obtain the desired 3D cube by shifting it back to F based on the relationship in (6).

C. Other Modulation Methods for HD Signals

Now we briefly introduce the modulation methods in other SCI systems. While a physical mask and a

DMD can only be used for amplitude modulation, an LCoS can implement amplitude, phase, polarization

and spectral modulation. Therefore, a single LCoS can perform spectral SCI by replacing the mask plus

disperser [7], though the spectral resolution will depend on the response of the LCoS. LCoS has thus also

been used in polarization, depth and dynamic range SCI. The reason that LCoS is not usually used in

video SCI is due to the slow refresh rate. Another amplitude modulation method is structured illumination,

which needs an additional light source to illuminate the scene. This leads to an active system and thus

the power consumption might be larger than that of the other modulation methods. Another advantage

of structured illumination method is that the illumination patterns can have different scales at different

depths, and hence they can resolve the depth information of the scene [27]. In addition to this method to

resolve depth, a liquid lens changing its focal depth in one exposure time [29], and thus actively changing

the blur kernels [23], and stereo vision [28] have also been used for depth SCI.

In another line of research the spatial/spectral/depth responses of the object to some medium, like

diffuser [56] or ground glasses are used to achieve the modulation and thus to implement SCI.

D. Summary

CASSI and CACTI are two typical SCI systems, with CASSI representing passive modulation and

CACTI active modulation. From a power consumption perspective, passive modulation is preferred and

thus CASSI is a favorite design for SCI.

From an optical perspective, single-shot compressive imaging systems typically have two coding

regimes: pupil coding and image-space coding. Pupil coding is adopted in lensless cameras and diffraction

tomography (holograpy and radar) systems. In holographic systems pupil coding may consist of a simple

measurement of the Fourier transform, but modulation can also be incorporated in either coherent or
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incoherent pupil coded systems. Instead of using an imaging lens, a random medium, which can be a

scattering medium, a mask or a random reflective surface, is placed in front of the detector. Each spatial

point in the object space generates a different random pattern on the detector. In the reconstruction, a 2D

sensing matrix is constructed by vectorizing the random patterns corresponding to each object point as

each column of the matrix. Therefore, the matrix size and thus the computation complexity scales with

the square of the measurement image height (assuming a square image). By contrast, in the image-space

coding regime, two cascaded relay lenses are typically employed. The first lens relays the object to the

coded aperture plane and the second lens relays the coded object to the detector plane. A modulator is

placed on the coded aperture plane, or between the aperture and the detector, or on the detector plane,

to shear the coded object cube before it collapses to a 2D measurement on the detector. In this regime,

the sensing matrix in the reconstruction does not necessarily have to be an expanded 2D matrix. Instead,

it can be a 3D matrix with each page (each transverse plane) of the matrix being a shifted version of

the aperture pattern. Therefore, the matrix size scales only with the measurement image height. In this

article, we mainly consider the image-space coding for SCI and thus the calibration is easier. This lead

to the forward model described in the next section.

III. MATHEMATICAL MODEL OF SCI

In this section, we employ a unified mathematical model for both video and spectral (and any other 3D)

SCI. Without considering optical details, let X ∈ RNx×Ny×Nt denote the 3D video data-cube. The mask

M ∈ RNx×Ny×Nt is employed to modulate the data-cube. Let Xk ∈ RNx×Ny ,∀k = 1, . . . , Nt, denote

the k-th frame of the data-cube and similarly Mk the corresponding k-th mask. The 2D measurement Y

can be modeled as

Y =

Nt∑
k=1

Xk �Mk + E, (8)

where E again denotes the measurement noise as in Eq. (7). Define

x = [x>1 , . . . ,x
>
Nt ]
>, (9)

Φ = [D1, . . . ,DNt ], (10)

where xk = vec(Xk) represents the vectorization of the k-th frame (by stacking columns) and Dk =

Diag(vec(Mk)) is a diagonal matrix with diagonal elements the vectorized form of Mk. We obtain the

following forward model

y = Φx+ e, (11)
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where y = vec(Y) and e = vec(E). This formulation is similar to CS, but with a sensing matrix Φ

having a special structure shown in the right-part of Fig. 5. Consequently, the sampling rate here is equal

to 1/Nt. The CASSI model is a little bit more complicated as derived in Sec. II-B but we can still arrive

at the representation of (11) by replacing some parameters.

Fig. 5. Comparing the forward model of single-pixel imaging (top) [40] and snapshot compressive imaging (bottom). The

signal-pixel imaging system usually captures a still 2D image, denoted by the vector x ∈ RN . Each measurement (each element

in y ∈ RM ) is captured by imposing a modulation pattern (each row in the sensing matrix Φ ∈ RM×N ) on the 2D image. In an

SCI system, the measurement is a 2D image Y ∈ RNx×Ny . Each frame in the 3D signal X ∈ RNx×Ny×Nt is modulated by a

different mask resulting in the sensing matrix Φ ∈ RNxNy×NxNyNt . Each element in Y is a weighted sum of the corresponding

elements in each frame of X. Obviously, the compressive sensing ratio of SCI is 1/Nt (in single-pixel imaging, it is M/N ).

The main difference between SCI and single-pixel imaging [40] lies in the forward model. Specifically,

• In the single-pixel camera, the sensing matrix is a dense matrix. Each row of Φ corresponds to one

pattern of the modulator imposed on the scene (a 2D still image) x and the single-pixel detector
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captures one measurement (one element in y).

• In SCI, the sensing matrix Φ is a sparse matrix, which is a concatenation of Nt diagonal matrices.

Each element of the measurement is a weighted summation of the corresponding elements in x (a

3D or HD cube) across Nt frames, modulated by the masks.

This difference (depicted in Fig. 5) will also affect the design of the reconstruction algorithm for these

two imaging systems. In single-pixel imaging, Φ is a large matrix and if random, we need to save

it. An alternative way is to use a structural matrix (e.g., DCT or Hadamard matrix [68], [69]) with

some permutations [70] or some designed matrices [71]. This will help the computation since fast

transformations can be used. By contrast, in SCI, even though Φ is bigger than the one in single-

pixel imaging, we do not need to store the Φ matrix but only the masks (the Nt diagonal elements in

Φ). Furthermore, due to the special structure of Φ, we observe that ΦΦ> is a diagonal matrix and this

has been used in the literature to speed up the reconstruction algorithm for SCI [72].

In the following sections, we describe the recently developed theoretical guarantees for SCI reconstruc-

tion by considering the special structure of the sensing matrix followed by diverse algorithm designs.

IV. THEORETICAL GUARANTEES OF SCI

Although the SCI imaging systems have been built for more than a decade (counting the first CASSI

system in 2007 [3]), only recently solid theoretical results have been developed [42], which take into

account the special structure of the sensing matrix in Eq. (10). The theoretical derivation is based on

signal compression results applied to compressive sensing [73]. Before presenting the main result, we

provide some necessary definitions.

A. Data Compression for SCI Signals

Consider a compact set Q ⊂ RNxNyNt . As defined in (9), each signal x ∈ Q consists of Nt frames

{x1, . . . ,xNt} in RNxNy . A lossy compression code of rate r ∈ R+ for Q is characterized by its encoding

mapping f , where

f : Q →
{
1, 2, . . . , 2NxNyNtr

}
, (12)

and its decoding mapping g, where

g :
{
1, 2, ..., 2NxNyNtr

}
→ RNxNyNt . (13)

The average distortion between x and its reconstruction x̂ is defined as

d(x, x̂) ,
1

NxNyNt
‖x− x̂‖22 . (14)
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Let x̃ = g(f(x)). The distortion of the code (f, g) is denoted by δ, which is defined as the supremum

of all achievable distortions. That is,

δ , sup
x∈Q

d(x, x̃) = sup
x∈Q

1

NxNyNt
‖x− x̃‖22. (15)

Let C denote the codebook of this code defined as

C = {g(f(x)) : x ∈ Q}. (16)

Clearly, since the code is of rate r, |C| ≤ 2NxNyNtr, where |C| denotes the cardinality of C. Consider a

family of compression codes {(fr, gr)}r for set Q, indexed by their rate r. The deterministic distortion-

rate function for this family of codes is defined as

δ(r) = sup
x∈Q

1

NxNyNt
‖x− gr(fr(x))‖22. (17)

The corresponding deterministic rate-distortion function for this family of codes is defined as

r(δ) = inf{r : δ(r) ≤ δ}. (18)

In the theoretical derivation, we assume that the compression code g(f(x)) return a codeword in C that

is closest to x. This is,

g(f(x)) = argmin
c∈C
‖x− c‖22. (19)

Note that there are no guarantees regarding the computational feasibility of (19).

B. Theoretical Guarantee by Compression-based Recovery

A compressible signal pursuit (CSP)-type optimization was proposed in [42] as a compression-based

recovery algorithm for SCI. Consider the compact set Q ⊂ RNxNyNt equipped with a rate-r compression

code described by mappings (f, g), defined in (12)-(13). Consider x ∈ Q and the reconstructed signal x̂

is obtained by solving the following optimization:

x̂ = argmin
c∈C
‖y −Φc‖22, (20)

where C is defined in (16) and Φ is the sparse acquisition matrix. In other words, given a measurement

vector y, this optimization, among all compressible signals, i.e., signals in the codebook, picks the one

that is closest to the observed measurement when sampled according to Φ. Note again that, similar to

(19), there are no guarantees regarding the computational feasibility of (20).

The following theorem characterizes the performance of SCI recovery using CSP-type optimization

by connecting the parameters of the (compression/decompression) code, its rate r and the corresponding
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distortion δ, to the number of frames Nt, which determines the compressive sampling ratio and the

resulting overall reconstruction quality.

Theorem 1. [42] Assume that ∀x ∈ Q, ‖x‖∞ ≤ ρ
2 . Further assume the rate-r code achieves distortion

δ on Q. Moreover, assuming each element in M is drawn from the standard Gaussian distribution,

i.e., Mi,j,k
i.i.d.∼ N (0, 1), ∀i = 1, . . . , Nx; j = 1, . . . , Ny; k = 1, . . . , Nt. Let x̂ denote the solution of

compressible signal pursuit optimization in (20). Assume that ε > 0 is a free parameter, such that

ε ≤ 16
3 . Then,

1

NxNy
‖x− x̂‖22 ≤ Nt(δ + ρ2ε), (21)

with a probability larger than 1− 2NxNyNtr+1e−NxNy(
3ε

32
)2 .

Note that we assume that the signal is bounded, i.e., ‖x‖∞ ≤ ρ
2 , which on one hand is necessary

for the proof of the theorem, while on the other hand, image and video pixel values are usually

bounded after captured by a camera (through the dynamic range of the sensor). Theorem 1 tells us

that given a compressible signal parameterized by the compression rate r and distortion δ, if this signal

is compressively captured by an SCI system, the reconstruction error (the error between the estimated

and ground truth signals) is bounded with high probability by the distortion. In the following, we provide

some observations resulting from the theorem.

• Consider that the spatial size of the signal is fixed, i.e., Nx and Ny are fixed, and further assume

that the distortion of the signal, δ, is fixed. Given a pre-defined ρ (by the camera) and ε, from (21),

a larger Nt will lead to a larger reconstruction error. This is intuitive since the more video frames

we want to reconstruct, the more challenging the reconstruction algorithm.

• Theorem 1 is based on the discrete quantized space of the compressed signal (right hand side of (12)).

There still needs some research to extend the result to the continuous space.

• The proof of Theorem 1 (details in [42]) essentially includes two steps: a) the determination of

an error bound for a fixed value of the signal x in the encoded space based on the concentration

of measure, and b) the determination of a union bound to collect every possible x in the encoded

space. In particular, ε is a parameter of the concentration of measure determining how long the tail

of a distribution being covered in the bound is. If ε is larger, we can cover a longer tail, and the

probability of the success rate will be higher, but the error bound will be larger, too. Specifically,

on the right hand side of (21), if ε is larger, the reconstruction error will be larger and also the

probability 1− 2NxNyNtr+1e−NxNy(
3ε

32
)2 will be larger.
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• From the system design perspective, we would like to see the direct relationship between the sampling

rate 1/Nt and the reconstruction error. This is connected by the rate-distortion function of the signal,

i.e., the (r, δ) pair. In [42], a corollary is derived to make this point clear.

Corollary 1. [42] Consider the same setup as in Theorem 1. Given η > 0, assume that

Nt <
1

η

(
log 1

δ

2r

)
. (22)

Then,

Pr

 1

NxNyNt
‖x− x̂‖22 > δ + 8ρ2

√
log 1

δ

η

 ≤ 2e−
log 1

δ
5η

NxNy , (23)

where Pr( ) denotes probability.

The corollary is obtained by setting ε = 8

√
log 1

δ

η in Theorem 1. In this way, Nt is removed from

the probability bound on the right hand side of (23). By setting Nt according to (22), both the

reconstruction error and the probability are bounded by the distortion δ, given Nx, Ny, ρ and η.

Clearly, the smaller the distortion δ due to coding the larger the Nt, i.e., more frames can be

compressed into a single measurement, and the smaller the reconstruction error with high confidence.

Note that the result from Theorem 1 can be applied into any SCI systems with the forward model shown

on the lower part of Fig. 5. The key assumption is that the desired HD data is highly compressible, which

is in general true for the designed SCI systems. Essentially, as mentioned before, since the compressive

sampling rate of SCI is equal to 1/Nt, the reconstruction error is basically bounded by the inherent

compressibility of the signal.

C. Limitations and Discussions of The Theoretical Results

This theoretical finding provides us with some insights into the SCI systems and also some guidance on

the algorithm design. However, Theorem 1 shares the limitations of other CS based theoretical analysis.

In the following, we first list the limitations:

• The theoretical result is based on CSP, which is not computational feasible. As mentioned in [42],

finding the solution of the CSP optimization through exhaustive search over the codebook is infea-

sible, even for small values of the video size.

• It is hard to verify the values of the parameters (such as r, δ) in real applications.

• The mask is considered to be i.i.d. Gaussian, which is unrealistic in real SCI systems. Specifically,

the mask or DMD response of light is always non-negative. Therefore, there is a gap, or at least a

constant—probably a DC (direct current) term—between this theorem and real SCI systems. This

gap arises from the ‘zero-mean’ requirement in the proof of the theorem.
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• During the implementation of modulation, especially using a DMD, a binary mask {0, 1} is generally

used.

– In this case, an extended theory by considering the mask being the Rademacher distribution (i.e.,

random variables taking values 1 or -1 with equal probability) will be closer to real applications.

An explicit bound (similar to Eq. (21)) can be derived using the concentration of measure as

used in [74] by considering the Rademacher distribution for the mask.

– Another solution stems from the hardware side. By employing a beamsplitter into the optical

path [7], [75] and imposing two conjugate modulation patterns (one with {0, 1} and the other

one with {1, 0}, when one cell of the first mask is 1, the corresponding cell of the second mask

is 0) and then using the subtraction of these two measurements, we can get the measurement

derived in the theorem. This solution can also potentially increase the dynamic range of the

measurement and thus improve the reconstruction quality as discussed in Sec. XI-A.

It is also important to discuss the guidance provided by this theoretical finding for the algorithmic

design.

• As mentioned above, directly finding the solution of CSP is infeasible. However, as developed in

[42], iterative algorithms such as compression-based projection gradient descent can be developed

to approximate the solution. In this case, the denoising step such as (32) in the algorithm can be

recognized as a code (encoding-decoding mappings) to play the role of (19).

• Assuming the above solution is a good approximation to CSP, then the main reconstruction error

term in (21) is bounded by the distortion of the code, i.e., δ. Therefore, a better code (with a smaller

δ) of the SCI signal can potentially achieve a better result. This is consistent with the experimental

results in Sec. IX and has also been observed in the literature [36].

• If we treat the deep denoiser (the deep denoising network) as a code, and since the performance of

deep denoiser is usually higher than conventional denoising algorithms, it is expected that the plug-

and-play algorithm using a deep denoiser (described in Sec. VIII-B and shown in Fig. 6(d)) leads

to good results for SCI reconstruction. This is consistent with the theoretical analysis in Theorem 1.

• However, the end-to-end deep learning algorithms described in Sec. VII (shown in Fig. 6(b)) might

not be able to perform the analysis based on this theoretical result, since it is challenging to define

the encoder and decoder described in the theorem.

Bearing the above limitations and guidance of the theorem in mind, the next question of SCI is to solve

the inversion problem, i.e., to reconstruct the desired HD data-cube from the compressed measurement

and the masks (Fig. 2). Note that the CSP-type optimization in the theorem is not computational feasible
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and thus other types of algorithms need to be developed. During the past decade, various algorithms have

been employed and developed. Fig. 6 demonstrates the conventional iteration-based algorithms in (a), and

three deep-learning based frameworks in (b-d). Table II summarizes the algorithms being used/developed

in various SCI systems.

Fig. 6. Different frameworks of the reconstruction algorithm for SCI: (a) Conventional optimization based iterative algorithm.

(b) End-to-end deep learning based on convolutional neural networks, (c) deep unrolling/unfolding algorithms, where K small

CNNs are used and (d) Plug-and-Play algorithms using pre-trained denoising network as priors.

TABLE II

DIFFERENT ALGORITHMS FOR VARIOUS SCI SYSTEMS. TV: TOTAL VARIATION, GMM: GAUSSIAN MIXTURE MODEL.

Method Algorithms SCI Systems

Sparse priors

GPSR [76]

Wavelet-based regularization [9], [29]

Group sparsity-based regularization [77]

(x, y, λ)

(x, y, t)

(x, y, λ)

TV priors
TwIST [30]

GAP-TV [31]

(x, y, λ), (x, y, t), (x, y, t, λ)

(x, y, p), (x, y, t) + z, (x, y, z)

GMM
Off-line training [32]

On-line learning [33]

(x, y, t)

(x, y, λ), (x, y, t)

Dictionary learning
3D K-SVD [8]

Bayesian [7]

(x, y, t)

(x, y, λ)

Deep learning

End-to-End [37], [43], [46]–[50], [78]

Deep Unrolling [45], [79]

Plug-and-Play [26], [36], [37]

(x, y, t), (x, y, λ)

(x, y, t), (x, y, λ)

(x, y, t)
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V. REGULARIZATION BASED OPTIMIZATION ALGORITHM

To solve the ill-posed problem in (11), a regularization term R(x), a.k.a., a prior, is usually employed

in conventional optimization algorithms. The goal of this term is to confine the solution to the desired

signal space. These algorithms aim to find an estimate x̂ of x by solving the following problem

x̂ = argmin
x

1

2
‖y −Φx‖22 + λR(x), (24)

where λ is a parameter to balance the fidelity term (‖y−Φx‖22) and the regularization term. Eq. (24) is

usually solved by iterative algorithms and various solvers exist based on different forms of R(x) [44]. In

SCI, different priors have been used, including sparsity, e.g., the coefficients of the data-cube being sparse

in some transform domain [80], and total variation (TV) [81]. TV is typically efficient and it usually leads

to decent results in real data. Most recently, some complicated priors, e.g., the nonlocal low-rank prior

of patch groups have also been used. The DeSCI algorithm, developed in [72] has led to state-of-the-art

results (among optimization-based algorithms) for SCI. Regarding the solver, the alternating direction

method of multipliers (ADMM) [82] has become popular and rather straightforward to adapt to different

systems and leads to good results.

It has been pointed out in several papers [83], [84] that the optimization-based algorithms include two

essential steps: i) Gradient descent: updating the current estimate by extracting more information from

the measurement and ii) Projection to the signal domain: confining the result to the desired signal space,

which can usually be implemented by denoising. Some algorithms such as ADMM and approximate

message passing (AMP) require an correction step. This has further been re-purposed and generalized

to the Plug-and-Play (PnP) [85] framework. It has derived in [72] that GAP (generalized alternating

projection) [86] can be recognized as a special case of ADMM. In the following, we derive the solution

based on the ADMM framework to unify PnP, GAP and others. By introducing an auxiliary parameter

v, the unconstrained optimization in Eq. (24) can be converted into

(x̂, v̂) = argmin
x,v

1

2
‖y −Φx‖22 + λR(v), subject to x = v. (25)

ADMM decouples {x,v} in this minimization by introducing another parameter u, and solves it by the

following sequence of sub-problems [37], [72]

x(j+1) = argmin
x

1

2
‖y −Φx‖22 +

ρ

2

∥∥∥∥x− (v(j) − 1

ρ
u(j)

)∥∥∥∥2
2

, (26)

v(j+1) = argmin
v
λR(v) +

ρ

2

∥∥∥∥v − (x(j) +
1

ρ
u(j)

)∥∥∥∥2
2

, (27)

u(j+1) = u(j) + ρ(x(j+1) − v(j+1)), (28)
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where the superscript (j) denotes the iteration number and ρ > 0 is another auxiliary parameter (can be

set to 1 for the sake of simplicity). Eq. (26) is a quadratic form and has a closed-form solution:

x(j+1) =
[
Φ>Φ + ρI

]−1 [
Φ>y + v(j) − u

(j)

ρ

]
. (29)

As mentioned before, in SCI, ΦΦ> is a diagonal matrix and we can thus define

ΦΦ> = diag {ψ1, . . . , ψn} , ψi =

Nt∑
k=1

D2
k,i,i, ∀i = 1, . . . n with n = NxNy, (30)

where Dk,i,i is the (i, i)-th element of Dk in Eq. (10). As derived in [31],

x(j+1) = (v(j) − u
(j)

ρ
) + Φ>

y1 −
[
Φ(v(j) − u(j)

ρ )
]
1

ρ+ ψ1
, . . . ,

yn −
[
Φ(v(j) − u(j)

ρ )
]
n

ρ+ ψn

> , (31)

where [a]i is the i-th element in a and since
{
yi −

[
Φ(v(j) − u(j)

ρ )
]
i

}n
i=1

can be updated in one shot,

x(j+1) can be solved efficiently.

Eq. (27) is a denoising process of v and based on the regularization term R(v), various denoising

algorithms can be used, for example, the sparsity-based denoiser [29] and TV based denoising [31].

Advanced denoising algorithms, such as weighted nuclear norm minimization (WNNM) [87] has also

been used [72]. Most recently, the deep denoiser [37] has further been used and this leads to the emerging

PnP-ADMM framework. Implicitly, we have

v(j+1) = Denoise

(
x(j+1) +

1

ρ
u(j)

)
. (32)

On the other hand, GAP can be used as a lower computational workload algorithm [36] with the

following two steps:

x(j+1) = v(j) + Φ>(ΦΦ>)−1(y −Φv(j)), (33)

v(j+1) = Denoise(x(j+1)). (34)

Clearly, GAP has only two steps while ADMM needs three. Again, due to the diagonal structure of

ΦΦ>, GAP can be solved very efficiently. It has been proved in [72] that under the noiseless case, GAP

and ADMM will lead to the same results, while under the noisy case, ADMM can lead to better results

due to its robustness to noise; a geometric explanation has been shown in [36] as well as the convergence

results of both ADMM and GAP.

VI. SHALLOW LEARNING BASED ALGORITHM

The regularization based optimization algorithms were designed to investigate the pre-determined thus

presumed structure (such as sparse or piece-wise constant) of the desired signal. Although various priors
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can be used, each one has its own pros and cons. On the other hand, learning based reconstruction

algorithms learn the structure of the desired signal from the available training data. Examples include

the dictionary learning based and Gaussian mixture model (GMM)-based algorithms [32], [33], [88]. We

term them “shallow-learning based algorithms” in this article. Usually, these learning based methods learn

an over-complete dictionary based on HD data patches and employ CS algorithms to impose sparsity on

the coefficients.

In addition to the special structure of the sensing matrix described above, the other benefit of SCI

(especially for the video SCI shown in Eq. (8)) is that the measurement, mask and signal are spatially

decoupled (there is a slight difference in CASSI due to disperser). This means that we can work on 3D

patches and these patch-based operations can be performed in parallel.

A. Dictionary Learning

We assume that a learned (usually over-complete) dictionary Ψ is obtained from the training data and

based on which the signal assumes a sparse representation [89]. Recalling Eq. (24), now for the i-th

patch (assuming size P × P ×Nt), we aim to solve

ĉi = argmin
ci

1

2
‖yi −ΦiΨci‖22 + λ‖ci‖1, (35)

where {yi,Φi} are the measurement patch and sensing matrix patch for the i-th patch; λ is again

a parameter to balance the two terms and we use `1-norm to impose sparsity on the representation

coefficients ci. After all the patch coefficients ci are estimated, we obtain the desired signal patch x̂i =

Ψĉi and then aggregate them back to obtain the 3D cube. A Bayesian dictionary learning method was

proposed for spectral SCI in [7]. It is worth noting that the dictionary Ψ can be shared across patches

but can also be different.

B. Gaussian Mixture Models

The GMM approach assumes that each patch is drawn from a mixture of Gaussian distributions and by

learning these Gaussian components from training data, the desired signal can be solved in closed-form.

Specifically, consider the i-th spatial-temporal 3D patch (vectorized) xi being drawn from a GMM:

xi ∼
K∑
k=1

ξkN (xi|µk,Σk), (36)

where µk,Σk and ξk are the mean, covariance matrix and weight of the k-th Gaussian components,

respectively (ξk > 0 and
∑K

k=1 ξk =1). These parameters can be learned based on the training video

patches. Note that this is independent from the measurement matrix.
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Concerning the measurement model of the i-th patch, we have that yi = Φixi+ei. It is assumed that

ei ∼ N (ei|0,Q), where Q is a P 2×P 2 covariance matrix (recalling that yi and ei are of size P 2× 1).

We thus have

yi|xi ∼ N (yi|Φixi,Q). (37)

Applying Bayes’ rule results in the posterior [33], [90]

p(xi|yi) =
K∑
k=1

ξ̃i,kN (xi|µ̃i,k, Σ̃i,k), (38)

with

ξ̃i,k =
ξkN (yi|Φiµk,Q + ΦiΣkΦ

>
i )∑K

l=1 ξlN (yi|Φiµl,Q + ΦiΣlΦ
>
i )
, (39)

Σ̃i,k = (Φ>i Q−1Φi + Σ−1i )−1, (40)

µ̃i,k = Σ̃i,k(Φ
>
i Q−1yi + Σ−1k µk), (41)

which is also a GMM and in (39), N (yi|Φiµk,Q + ΦiΣkΦ
>
i )) denotes the multivariate Gaussian

probability density function of yi with mean vector Φiµk and covariance matrix Q + ΦiΣkΦ
>
i . This

analytic inversion expression in (38) on one hand results in efficient reconstruction of every patch. On

the other hand, it still needs a moderate computation for each patch: i) (40) can be pre-computed and

(41) involves only matrix multiplication, and ii) (39) needs matrix inversion for each patch across all K

Gaussian components. In addition, it needs an assumed noise value Q, which sometimes needs tuning

to get good results.

C. Group-based Sparse Coding

While the above dictionary learning and GMM methods are performed patch by patch, it has been

shown that using patch groups as basic unit and then imposing sparsity (or low rank) on the patch groups

will lead to better results in inverse problems [72], [91]. The key idea is to exploit the non-local similarity

across images. In the SCI problem considered here, the non-local similarity can also be searched across

different frames, thus can lead to even better results with the price of longer running time.

To be concrete, taking the k-th frame of the desired video in (9), xk as an example, it is first divided

into overlapping patches and each patch is denoted by a vector xjk. Then for each patch xjk, M similar

patches are selected from a search window with C × C × T (spatio-temporal) pixels to form a set Sj .

Following this, all patches in Sj are stacked into a matrix Xj = [xj,1k ,xj,2k , . . . ,xj,Mk ]. In this matrix, each

column represents a patch and since they are searched based on similarity, it will enjoy sparsity under

some dictionary and will be low rank. Then sparse coding and low-rank algorithms can be performed
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on these patch groups. This, along with the ADMM or GAP framework described in Sec. V will lead to

better results in SCI. The connection of group sparse coding and low rank models has recently been made

in [92]. It is worth noting that differently from images, in SCI, each patch can also be 3D and the search

window is also 3D. This will enhance sparsity and potentially can further improve the reconstruction

results reported in [72], which is depicted in Fig. 7.





Measurement DeSCI

GAP-TV

Input

OutputProjection

Block matching

WNNM

Aggregation

Scene Mask

Initialization

Fig. 7. Flowchart of DeSCI algorithm [72] for SCI reconstruction. Left: the sensing (compressively sampling) process of

video SCI. Middle: The proposed rank minimization based reconstruction algorithm, where the projection and weighted nuclear

norm minimization (WNNM) for patch groups are iteratively performed. Right: Reconstruction result compared with GAP-TV

method [31]. (Figure from [72]).

D. Summary

A short summary of the shallow based learning methods provides the following observations:

• Compared with the regularization based algorithms, the patch based learning algorithms can be

performed patch-wise and in parallel.

• The learning based algorithms are capable of learning complex structures of the signal, yet in patches.

• Training data is usually required to learn the structure, though the datasets do not need to be large

since the learning is based on patches. Dictionary learning directly from measurements is also feasible

but requires iterative algorithms [7], [33].

• In real SCI systems, since the sensing matrix (mask) can not be periodical or a repetitive version

of a small mask due to non-uniform illumination patterns and noise, an inherent loop for patches is

required to perform these shallow-based patch learning algorithms.
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• The shallow learning algorithms cannot capture the global structure of the signal again because they

are based on patches.

• Group-based sparse coding (can be based on dictionary learning or low-rank) algorithms can lead to

state-of-the-art results due to the exploration of non-local similarity but with a price paid for running

time in patch matching.

• In general, since the shallow based learning methods need to divide the images into patches, perform

inversion for each patch (group) and then aggregate patches back to images, they cannot lead to real

time reconstructions. This represents a significant drawback.

In a nutshell, a fast regularization based optimization (e.g., GAP-TV [31] or TwIST [30]) or shallow

learning algorithm (e.g., GMM) cannot lead to outstanding results while a high performance algorithm

(e.g., DeSCI shown in Fig. 7) usually needs a long running time due to the extensive block/patch-matching

and complicated computation.

VII. DEEP LEARNING BASED ALGORITHMS

Inspired by the powerful learning property of convolutional neural networks, researchers started to em-

ploy deep CNNs to learn (an approximation of) the inverse process of the forward model in computational

imaging. Specifically, for SCI considered here, the input of a CNN is the measurement y (and optionally

Φ) and the output is the desired signal x. As shown in Fig. 6(b), this is dubbed end-to-end convolutional

neural networks (E2E-CNN) based algorithms. The development of any neural network mostly includes

a training phase and testing phases. During training, thousands (or millions) of training pairs (y,x) are

fed into the deep CNN to optimize its parameters. After training, in the testing phase, we only have

the measurement y. By feeding this y into the pretrained network, the reconstructed signal x̂ can be

obtained instantaneously since it is just a feed-forward model. It has been shown that an encoder-decoder

structure with skip connections CNN can usually lead to good results for SCI reconstruction, similar

to other computational imaging problems [93]. Specifically, a U-net [94] structure by employing the

skip connection has been used in [37] along with residual learning for video SCI as shown in Fig. 8. By

integrating the U-net with Generative Adversarial Nets (GAN) [95] and the self attention mechanism [96],

improved results can be achieved. See for example, the λ-net shown in Fig 9, where a two stage network

was proposed [46]1, with the second stage being a refinement network to improve the reconstruction

results from the first stage.

To design an E2E-CNN for SCI reconstruction, one needs to consider the following three aspects:

1Code at: https://github.com/xinxinmiao/lambda-net
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Fig. 8. Details of the E2E-CNN for video SCI, where ⊕ denotes summation. Note the input is now Φ>(ΦΦ>)−1y, which

has led to better results than directly input y and masks into the network used in [46]. (Figure from [37]).

Fig. 9. Structure of λ-net (E2E-CNN) for spectral SCI. The masks along with the measurement are fed into the λ-net to

reconstruct the hyperspectral data-cube. Two stages exist in λ-net, where the first stage (reconstruction stage) consists of a

self-attention GAN plus a hierarchical channel reconstruction strategy to generate the 3D cube from masks plus measurement

and the second stage (refinement stage) refines the hyperspectral images in each channel. (Figure revised from [46]).

• Network structure: according to our experience, an encoder-decoder structure with skip connections

can be used as a backbone. Recurrent neural networks (RNN) can be employed to explore the

temporal/spectral correlation within the SCI signals [50]2. The attention mechanism can be used to

investigate the non-local and high dimensional correlations [49]. Integrating attention into a backbone

network can lead to better results. It is also worth noting that most of the existing CNNs used for

SCI are based on 2D CNNs; 3D (or HD) CNNs can potentially improve the results. The network

also needs to scale with the data size. For example, a deeper network is required for a larger scale

2Code at: https://github.com/BoChenGroup/BIRNAT.
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SCI system.

• Loss function: since the main target of SCI is to reconstruct the desired signal, the mean square

error (MSE) or `2 loss is generally used. The structural similarity, spectral constancy [79], feature

loss [97] and GAN loss [46] can improve the results by providing more details in the reconstructed

images.

• Training data: as the forward model in SCI systems can typically be modeled accurately, we can

generate simulated measurements using synthetic data. This saves a significant amount of effort

required to capture a large number of real data. In particular, it is challenging to obtain the ground

truth of high-speed scenes and hyperspectral scenes for SCI systems. Therefore, a trained on

simulation, testing on real data framework is widely used. Lastly, if the data size is too large,

e.g., Nt = 50 in [37], the training data will be huge and the network needs be very deep; this poses

a challenge on GPU memory and training time.

In summary, E2E-CNNs enjoy the advantage of fast inference after training. The training time for SCI

reconstruction networks depends on the size of the data and usually is on the order of days or weeks while

the testing time is usually on the level of tens of milliseconds. The disadvantages of E2E-CNNs include

the large amount of training data and excessive training time. In addition, E2E-CNN lacks flexibility.

Specifically, if the mask or sampling rate (both of them are hardware related) changes, a new network

has to be re-trained, which again needs a long time and a large amount of new training data. Transfer

learning is a good research direction to mitigate this challenge. In addition, although we have mentioned

that a trained on simulation, testing on real data framework can be used for SCI systems, capturing real

data for training will enable CNNs to learn the noise, nonlinearity and uncertainties of the real system.

This will make the trained CNNs more robust during reconstruction.

VIII. BRIDGE THE GAP BETWEEN DEEP LEARNING AND OPTIMIZATION

Iterative optimization algorithms do not require training data but are usually slow. E2E-CNNs are

fast but require long training time. One natural question that arises is whether it is possible to merge

the advantages of these two algorithms. In the literature, two frameworks have been proposed: deep

unrolling (unfolding) [98] based algorithms (Fig. 6(c)) and the Plug-and-Play (PnP) based algorithms

(Fig. 6(d)). Differently from E2E-CNN, instead of training a large end-to-end CNN, deep unfolding trains

a concatenation of small CNNs (to emulate the iterative operations in traditional optimization), and each

of them is called a stage. The optimization based updating rule (linear projection) is employed to connect

these stages. Therefore, deep unfolding is an “unfolding” of a number of iterations of the optimization

based algorithm, but it is usually trained in an end-to-end manner. It has some interpretability as each
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stage corresponds to one iteration. On the other hand, the PnP based algorithms employ pre-trained deep

denoising networks as priors and integrate them into the iterative algorithms. They are training free for

different applications. Therefore, it is flexible for different applications and systems. It has been proved

that given some conditions of the loss function and denoiser, PnP-ADMM converges to a fixed point [85].

Fig. 10. Structure of ADMM-net (deep unfolding) for SCI reconstruction, where W ( ) denotes the computation in (31). Note

that these J stages are trained in an end-to-end manner.

A. Deep Unfolding

Recalling the ADMM updating equations in (26)-(28) the denoising step is now replaced by a CNN.

This leads to the so called ADMM-net [99] and by using it with tensors applying to SCI results in the

deep-tensor-ADMM-net [45]3. Without explicitly showing the CNN being used, we depict the ADMM-

net for SCI in Fig. 10. As mentioned before, each stage corresponds to one iteration in the optimization

based ADMM algorithm; however, here we only need a dozen stages and within each stage, there is

one CNN (playing a similar role to denoising) and these J stage CNNs are trained in an end-to-end

manner. Even though the structure of the CNNs can be the same, each of them is playing a different

role and obviously, the learned parameters (weights in the CNNs) are different. Intuitively, the first few

stages need to denoise an image with a high noise level while the last few stages will refine the signal to

retrieve details. This is the interpretability of the deep unfolding approach mentioned in Sec. I-A. This

shares the similar spirit of the following Plug-and-Play framework.

Although the deep unfolding network is trained in an end-to-end manner, which is similar to the training

of an E2E-CNN, the difference is significant, since the small CNNs are independent from the sensing

matrix Φ, and thus they can be trained/performed with a smaller dimension (e.g., blocks or patches)

than the size of the desired signal. In this case, both their training and testing might be faster than their

3Code at:https://github.com/Phoenix-V/tensor-admm-net-sci.
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counterpart of E2E-CNN, which inputs the measurement y plus the sensing matrix Φ and outputs the

signal x̂ directly.

One potential problem with deep unfolding is the number of total stages J . The theoretical analysis

of PnP in [36] can also be utilized here and the reconstruction error is related to the iteration number.

Specifically, if J is large, it is challenging to train the network in an E2E manner; on the other hand,

if J is small, the results tend to be degraded. In addition, after training, each CNN is fixed and the

whole network might not be robust to noise. In the literature, deep unfolding networks have achieved

good results with simulated data, since the noise model is the same both during training and testing.

However, with real data, the performance degrades and sometimes they perform worse than E2E-CNNs.

Furthermore, they are not as flexible as the following PnP based algorithms. Most recently, the GAP-net

proposed in [100] has achieved good results in both video and spectral SCI. A deep unfolding based on

Gaussian scale mixture model has been developed in [101] for spectral SCI reconstruction4.

B. Plug-and-Play

As mentioned before, the PnP framework [85] replaces the denoising step in the optimization based

algorithm with a deep denoising prior or a deep denoiser. One key property of the deep denoiser is that

it needs to be robust to noise, i.e., denoising the image with a wide range of noise level. Fortunately,

recent advances in deep denoising networks have provided us with plenty of well pre-trained neural

networks, for example the FFDNet [102]. Applying the FFDNet with ADMM or GAP into SCI has led

to fast, flexible and efficient algorithms [36]. The PnP algorithm is efficient due to the fact that it consists

of the same 3 steps in ADMM (2 steps in GAP) as in the optimization method; when the denoising

step is replaced by the deep denoiser, it is very fast. Usually, less than 100 iterations are sufficient to

provide good results in video SCI systems. Moreover, the convergence results [103] can be obtained by

appropriate assumptions, e.g., the bounded gradient of the loss function and the bounded denoiser used

in [85]. This convergence is the fixed point convergence based on ADMM and it is easy to verify that

in the SCI forward model, the loss function f(x) = 1
2‖y −Φx‖22 has bounded gradient and thus PnP-

ADMM for SCI also enjoys the fixed point convergence. Most recently, the PnP-GAP has been developed

for SCI with proven convergence [36]. It is not necessary to reproduce the theoretical results here and

the key point is that the reconstruction error depends on the performance of the bounded denoiser and

with the iteration number increasing, the result is getting better. This works in concert with the second

and third challenges posed in Sec. I-A.

4Code at:https://github.com/TaoHuang95/DGSMP.
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A significant advantage of PnP is that it uses a pre-trained network. This also leads to the second

advantage of being flexible, e.g., it is robust to encoding masks, sampling rates, etc. By integrating PnP-

ADMM or PnP-GAP into flexible deep denoisers, the results will be comparable with state-of-the-art

approaches. As mentioned above, since we only need less than 100 iterations for PnP to give good

results, it is therefore very efficient. Regarding flexibility, it has been shown to achieve excellent results

on different sampling rates, masks and real video SCI cameras [36] by using the same deep denoiser.

Therefore, PnP provides a good trade-off among speed, accuracy and flexibility. We recommend this as

the new baseline for SCI reconstruction. A joint reconstruction and demosaicing framework has recently

been proposed in [104] for video SCI5.

One potential problem of PnP for SCI is that in some imaging systems, e.g., hyperspectral images, a

flexible and efficient denoiser does not exist. In this case, a new network needs to be trained before we

can plug it into the PnP framework. Yet, training an efficient and flexible hyperspectral deep denoising

network is challenging and the ultimate performance of the PnP relies heavily on the performance of the

deep denoiser and the denoiser in [105] has shown high performance for spectral SCI6.

C. Scale to Large Dataset

It has been demonstrated in [36] that PnP algorithms can easily scale up to large dataset such as 4K

videos. However, due to the iterative property, PnP will be slow for large-scale data, i.e., far from real

time. As shown in Table III, for the sake of high speed, we need E2E-CNN or deep unfolding. However,

this brings the challenges of big model size and large training dataset. To address these issues, two

solutions are proposed in the literature:

• The first one is to train a small network but to adapt it to different modulation masks. One recent

work has been done in [106] demonstrating the promise of this direction using meta learning7.

• The other solution is to develop memory efficient networks using techniques such as reversible

network [107]8.

D. Untrained Network: Deep Image Prior

A most recent method to combine optimization and deep learning is the deep image prior [108], which

employs an untrained neural network to learn the prior directly from the degraded image. This is a good

5Code at: https://github.com/liuyang12/PnP-SCI python
6Code at: https://github.com/zsm1211/PnP-CASSI.
7Code at: https://github.com/xyvirtualgroup/MetaSCI-CVPR2021.
8Code at: https://github.com/BoChenGroup/RevSCI-net.
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research direction in SCI reconstruction. However, since it still needs (usually on the order of thousands

of) iterations to optimize the parameters in the network, the computational workload is high and thus the

algorithm will be slow. Some preliminary results of video SCI are shown in [109].

E. Summary

Both deep unfolding and PnP have been used into different SCI systems for reconstruction. Table II

lists the various algorithms used in various SCI systems. At the time of writing this manuscript, the

authors are not aware of any work using the deep image prior for SCI reconstruction.

• Deep unfolding is composed of J small CNNs and each CNN plays the role of a denoiser. From

this perspective, it can be very fast. However, as mentioned before, the performance of the network

depends on the number of stages being used. Also, each CNN cell needs to be deep to achieve

good results in which case it is not fast anymore. Additionally, the network is not robust to real data

noise. In principle, deep unfolding networks are flexible, meaning that they can be used for different

sensing matrices. However, in realistic cases, since they are trained in an end-to-end manner, it is

difficult to achieve competitive results on an SCI system by using the network trained on a different

one.

• PnP employs a pre-trained deep denoiser (neural network) and it provides a good trade-off among

speed, accuracy and flexibility. A good deep image denoiser can be used into different SCI systems

to achieve good results. However, devising a good deep denoiser might be challenging for some SCI

signals. A spectral denoiser has been trained in [105] and achieved good results for spectral SCI9.

• The use of a deep image prior might be a good research direction for SCI when abundant training

data are not available but speed will be an issue.

In general, the algorithm aims to solve the trilemma of speed, accuracy and flexibility for SCI recon-

struction. Table III lists these properties of different algorithms.

IX. RESULTS OF EXPERIMENTAL DATA

In this section, we use two SCI systems built at Bell Labs, one for video SCI shown in Fig. 11 and the

other one for spectral SCI shown in Fig. 14, to compare different algorithms based on real data captured

by these systems. For a quantitative comparison, simulation results based on the benchmark synthetic

datasets are also briefly presented.

9Code at: https://github.com/zsm1211/PnP-CASSI
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TABLE III

PROPERTY (SPEED, ACCURACY AND FLEXIBILITY) OF DIFFERENT ALGORITHMS FOR SCI RECONSTRUCTION. H: HIGH, M:

MIDDLE, L: LOW.

Algorithm Speed Accuracy Flexibility

Conventional Regularization Optimization L H/M/L H

Shallow-learning M M/L H/M

E2E-CNN H H/M L

Deep Unfolding H H M

Plug-and-Play H/M H H

Fig. 11. Video SCI system (top-left) built at Bell Labs and one measurement (top-right) as well as 10 corresponding reconstructed

frames (bottom, reconstructed by PnP-FFDnet [36]).
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A. Video SCI System

DeSCI

E2E-CNN

ADMM-net

PnP

GAP-TV

Measurement
Cr = 10

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Fig. 12. Real data results of video SCI at Cr = 10, i.e., 10 frames (marked by green numbers in the plot) reconstructed from a

single measurement (top) captured by our video SCI camera in Fig. 11. These 10 frames happen within 20ms in real life and

this leads to a high-speed video camera at 500 frame-per-second (fps) by using a camera working at 50fps.

The optical setup of our video SCI system is the one reported in [37], depicted in Fig. 11. A commercial

photographic lens (L1) images the object onto an intermediate plane, where a DMD (Vialux, DLP7000)

is employed to apply (random binary) spatial modulation to the high-speed image sequences. A 4f

system consisting of a tube lens L2 (f=150mm) and an objective lens (4×, f=45mm, NA=0.1) relays

the modulated image to a camera (Basler, acA1300-200um). The camera operates at a fixed frame rate

of 50 frames per second (fps), whereas the DMD operates at various frame rates between 500 and 2500

fps, resulting in compressive ratios (Cr) ranging from 10 to 50 (for clarification, Cr=10 means 10×

compression, i.e., Nt = 10. The camera and the DMD are synchronized by a data acquisition board (NI,

USB6341), so that when the DMD changes Cr (Nt) times, the camera captures one 2D measurement.

The modulation patterns used in the reconstruction are pre-calibrated by illuminating the DMD with a

uniform light and capturing the images of the DMD patterns with the camera.
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DeSCI

E2E-CNN

ADMM-net

PnP

Measurement
Cr = 30

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30

Fig. 13. Real data results of video SCI at Cr = 30, i.e., 30 frames (marked by green numbers in the plot) reconstructed from a

single measurement (top) captured by our video SCI camera in Fig. 11. Note that these 30 frames happen within 20ms in real

life and this leads to a high-speed video camera at 1500 fps (by using a camera working at 50fps).

B. Experimental Results of Video SCI

In this section, we selected one high-speed scene falling dominoes captured by our video SCI

system and show the results at Cr=10 and Cr=30 using different algorithms, namely, DeSCI [72], E2E-

CNN [37], deep unfolding (ADMM-net) and PnP-FFDnet [36]. Note that we re-purposed the ADMM-net

for video SCI, where in each stage, a U-net is used; it is trained on the same datasets as the E2E-CNN

in [37]10. The measurement size is 512×512 and the reconstructed frames at Cr=10 are shown in Fig. 12,

where we can see that DeSCI11, E2E-CNN, ADMM-net12 (deep unfolding) and PnP13 can all provide

good results and they are better than GAP-TV, which is a baseline using total variation. Therefore, we

further show a challenging case at Cr=30, i.e., 30 frames are reconstructed from one measurement in

Fig. 13. We can see now that PnP starts to having unpleasant artifacts as well as DeSCI (please refer to

10More data and results are available at https://github.com/mq0829/DL-CACTI.
11Code at:https://github.com/liuyang12/DeSCI
12Code at:https://github.com/mengziyi64/ADMM-net
13Code at: https://github.com/liuyang12/PnP-SCI
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‘LABS’ at the bottom part). However, DeSCI and PnP can provide clear motion details while E2E-CNN

and ADMM-net lead to blurry results.

TABLE IV

AVERAGE PSNR RESULT IN DB (LEFT ENTRY IN EACH CELL) AND SSIM (RIGHT ENTRY IN EACH CELL) AND RUNNING

TIME FOR 6 BENCHMARK SIMULATION DATASETS FOR VIDEO SCI. A GROUP OF {GROUND TRUTH, MEASUREMENT} IS

CALLED A “PAIR” IN THE TRAINING DATA.

Algorithm GAP-TV [31] DeSCI [72] E2E-CNN [37] PnP [36] Deep Unfolding (ADMM-net)

Average results 26.73, 0.858 32.65, 0.935 29.59, 0.900 29.70, 0.892 32.53, 0.943

Running time (sec) 4.2 (CPU) 6180 (CPU) 0.023 (GPU) 3.0 (GPU) 0.058 (GPU)

Training time - - 33 hours - 120 hours

Training data size - - 26,000 pairs - 26,000 pairs

For a quantitative comparison, simulation results based on the benchmark synthetic data are presented

here. The datasets include six high-speed scenes, where Nt = 8 video frames with size 256 × 256 are

compressed into a single measurement. We use the same measurement as in [36]. Table IV summarizes

the PSNR and SSIM [110] results of these 6 benchmark datasets. It can be seen that DeSCI still leads to

the highest PSNR and SSIM, and ADMM-net is the runner-up. From the speed perspective, E2E-CNN

and ADMM-net are the fastest.

C. Spectral SCI System

The hardware system of our spectral SCI is the re-built single disperser CASSI reported in [49]. As

shown in Fig. 14, it consists of a 18mm objective lens (Olympus RMS10X), a coded aperture (mask),

two relay lenses (Olympus RMS4X 45mm and Thorlabs AC254-050-A-ML 50mm), a dispersive prism

(Edmund 43649) and a detector (Basler acA2000-340km). The detector has 2048× 1088 pixels with the

pixel pitch of 5.5µm and supports 12-bit depth. The system is calibrated by a laser to capture the mask

used in reconstruction. Two edgepass filters are used to limit the spectral range of the system to 450-650

nm. In this range, the prism with 30◦ apex produces 54-pixel dispersion. By calibrating the prism, we

determine 28 spectral channels at wavelengths: {453.3, 457.6, 462.1, 466.8, 471.6, 476.5, 481.6, 486.9,

492.4, 498.0, 503.9, 509.9, 516.2, 522.7, 529.5, 536.5, 543.8, 551.4, 558.6, 567.5, 575.3, 584.3, 594.4,

604.2, 614.4, 625.1, 636.3, 648.1}nm.

D. Experimental Results of Spectral SCI

Fig. 15 shows one exemplar result of a spectral scene captured by our spectral SCI camera using

different algorithms, namely DeSCI, E2E-CNN (λ-net) and our re-purposed ADMM-net. We can see that
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Fig. 14. Spectral SCI system (top-left) built at Bell Labs and one measurement (bottom-right of the upper part) and reconstructed

hyperspectral images shown 12 different wavelengths (lower part, reconstructed by E2E-CNN).
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DeSCI

ADMM-net

E2E-CNN
(-net)

MeasurementRGB image

Fig. 15. Real data results of spectral SCI. 28 frames (at different wavelengths, marked on the top-right in each frame) are

reconstructed by different algorithms from a single measurement (top-right) captured by our CASSI system in Fig. 14. The RGB

image is shown on the top-left for reference. Note that the red part should be strong at channels with wavelength larger than

600nm and green part should be strong between 520nm to 560nm wavelengths.

both λ-net and ADMM-net lead to better results than optimization based algorithms. We did not show

results of other optimization based algorithms here since they are inferior to DeSCI. It can be observed

that DeSCI leads to blurry results while the contrasts of λ-net and ADMM-net are higher14.

TABLE V

AVERAGE PSNR RESULT IN DB (LEFT ENTRY IN EACH CELL) AND SSIM (RIGHT ENTRY IN EACH CELL) AND RUNNING

TIME FOR 10 SELECTED SIMULATION SCENES FOR SPECTRAL SCI. A GROUP OF {GROUND TRUTH, MEASUREMENT} IS

CALLED A “PAIR” IN THE TRAINING DATA.

Algorithm GAP-TV [31] DeSCI [72] E2E-CNN (λ-net [46]) Deep Unfolding (ADMM-net)

Average results 23.73, 0.683 25.86, 0.785 29.25, 0.886 32.13 0.924

Running time (sec) 35 (CPU) 10,800 (CPU) 0.065 (GPU) 0.081 (GPU)

Training time - - 48 hours 60 hours

Training data size - - 4,000 pairs 4,000 pairs

14More data and results are available at https://github.com/mengziyi64/TSA-Net.
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For quantitative analysis, we conducted a simulation with 10 scenes from the KAIST datasets [111].

The measurements are generated following the optical path of our CASSI system shown in Fig. 14. The

simulation is noise free and the average results are summarized in Table V. Note that the λ-net is a two

stage network. We can see that the deep learning algorithms perform significantly better than optimization

based algorithms with a large margin (over 3dB in PSNR). ADMM-net performs the best in simulation.

E. Summary

From the results of both real data and simulation, we have the following observations.

• For video SCI, DeSCI still leads to the best results, i.e., highest PSNR and SSIM in simulation data

and more details in real data. However, it is very slow, i.e., requiring hours to reconstruct the video

frames from a single measurement. Among deep learning algorithms, the deep unfolding achieves

higher PSNR than E2E-CNN and PnP; this gain also manifests itself in the real data results. E2E-

CNN may need more complicated networks such as RNN and self attention mechanism to improve

the results (Sec. VII) and PnP may need a better video denoiser (rather than FFDnet, which is

based on single images) to get competitive results to deep unfolding. However, from the flexibility

perspective, PnP is the favorite choice since it does not need re-training. Therefore, we recommend

PnP as a baseline for SCI problems if a good denoiser exists.

• For spectral SCI, deep learning leads to significant gains over conventional methods in addition to

the much shorter running time (after days or weeks of training). Since we have not found a flexible

denoising algorithm for spectral images (though we have tried to train one but the results were not

good), we did not show the results of PnP. Although deep unfolding can lead to a higher PSNR

on simulation, visually, the real data results from E2E-CNN have the highest quality, i.e., providing

more details and fewer artifacts than ADMM-net in Fig. 15 (please refer to the face part).

X. APPLICATIONS OF SNAPSHOT COMPRESSIVE IMAGING

SCI systems, from their inception, are aiming to capture more information using low cost imaging

systems. Therefore, it is fair to claim that SCI is an application driven research topic. Different SCI

systems can be used in different environments in our daily life. In the following, we give some examples.

i) Due to the high capturing speed (but low-cost) and the near real-time reconstruction (by the E2E

deep learning methods) of video and depth SCI, we expect the end-to-end system to find applications

in traffic surveillance, sports photography and autonomous vehicles. Furthermore, these SCI systems

can be deployed with edge cloud/computing [112] to lower the bandwidth and memory requirements.
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Specifically, a light weight CNN can be deployed at the edge (end-users) for a fast detection, while a

complicated CNN can be deployed on the central cloud for reconstruction and refinement detection.

ii) Spectral SCI is essentially a low-cost spectrometer, which will find wide applications in public

health15, chemical engineering and gemological engineering, among others.

iii) Microscopy SCI, including optical coherence tomography SCI can be used in biomedical imaging

and industrial deficient detection for high-speed and large-area imaging.

iv) Volumetric and holographic SCI can be applied to virtual reality, augmented reality and mixed reality.

v) X-ray SCI systems including transmitting and scattering SCI can be applied to chemistry material

analysis, and airport security inspection, among others.

In short, SCI systems can potentially be used into any environment that a conventional (non-SCI) imaging

system has been dedicated to.

XI. OUTLOOK OF SNAPSHOT COMPRESSIVE IMAGING

It can be seen from Tables I and II that both hardware and algorithms have not been fully developed

for various SCI systems. Therefore, new hardware systems and algorithms will be developed as well

as new theoretical analysis. We anticipate that with the advances in deep learning, various end-to-end

SCI systems will be used in our daily life for diverse applications discussed in Sec. X. For instance,

the low-cost spectrometer based on spectral SCI can be integrated into our cellphones. This, along with

specific task driven software, will help us exploit the environment (e.g., food ingredient analysis and

material detection) and thus upgrade our life quality. In the following, we discuss several challenges that

need to be solved for daily applications of SCI and also some future research directions.

A. Dynamic Range of Sensors

The dynamic range of the sensor is a limitation of the SCI system since in our current setup, each

pixel of the detector captures a modulated summation of pixel values across the spectrum and/or time

and/or other dimensions. After reconstruction, each pixel may only have a dynamic range of 4 bits or

even smaller given an 8 bit camera. Therefore, a high dynamic range camera is desired for SCI systems

and we have seen the improved results by replacing the 8 bit camera with a 12 bit one. This problem

might be alleviated by using advanced deep learning algorithms, as they are capable of learning complex

structures from the training data.

15An SCI endomicroscopy has been built in [48] with code and data available at: https://github.com/mengziyi64/SMEM
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From the hardware side, one limitation is that we can not implement a mask with negative values

in optical imaging to eliminate the DC value. One solution is to build a dual-path SCI system with

two cameras and two conjugate masks as mentioned in the limitations of the theory in Sec. IV. In

this way, we can capture two conjugate measurements simultaneously and using the difference of these

two measurements, we obtain the equivalent of a single measurement corresponding to the mask with

{1,−1}. However, for each measurement, we still have the dynamic range problem and thus this does not

completely solve the problem . Another advantage of this solution is that this is closer to the theoretical

analysis, which usually assumes a zero-mean modulation. On the other hand, this leads to the drawback

of higher cost since more complicated hardware will be involved.

B. Power Consumption of Active Modulation

Modulation is the key in SCI as depicted in Fig. 1. The elegant design of CASSI (spectral SCI) used

passive modulation and thus it is low-cost and no additional power is required; the path to integrate it into

mobile devices is clear (by making it small). However, for other active modulations in SCI (for instance

the video SCI), implementing it into our daily life, especially on mobile devices and autonomous vehicles

may raise the concern of power consumption. Therefore, the gain of bandwidth, memory and information

compared to the power consumption establishes a trade-off. One research direction is to use new materials

such as metamaterials [113] and metasurface to implement the modulation, but the image-space coding

described in Sec. II-D may be a concern since a pixel-to-pixel correspondence is challenging.

C. Mask Optimization

Mask optimization is a research direction [47] for theoretical analysis, but so far we have not seen

a significant improvement compared with random binary masks in real SCI systems, although it does

show a gain in simulation. In general, a random binary mask can lead to decent results for uncertain

scenes and this usually serves as a baseline in various SCI systems. Recalling the forward model of SCI

in Eq. (10), limited elements in the sensing matrix can be optimized compared to the single-pixel camera

system. In other words, there are more strict constraints in SCI sensing matrix. Some of the challenges

to utilize optimized masks are listed as follows:

• The dynamic range of the mask being manufactured is limited. This is different from the aforemen-

tioned dynamic range of the camera. Usually, during mask optimization, the mask is assumed to be

a continuous value (single or double format). Binary masks can also be optimized but usually with

limited gain. When the optimized mask is quantized and manufactured, the gain is shrunk.
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• Even though an optimized mask can be designed, there is still fabrication error and this error might

cancel out the gain. The mask is calibrated based on an ideal illumination and then used in the

reconstruction. This calibrated mask is different from the one being designed.

• Non-ideal illumination exists in real SCI systems. In real cases, the illumination of the scene might

not be uniform and this will lead to another error in the final reconstruction.

To summarize, there is a gap between theoretical analysis (simulation) and real hardware for mask

optimization. One possible solution is to use deep learning to perform join reconstruction and mask

optimization as in [47] but with mild conditions. Instead of per image optimization, the mask can be

optimized for each class of the desired signal, for example, one for faces used in person identification

and the other one for cars used in traffic surveillance.

D. Adaptive Sensing by Reinforcement Learning

Different from single-pixel camera, which can only adjust the 2D spatial coding patterns, in SCI, our

modulation is HD. Though in the above subsection, we mentioned that mask optimization may only lead

to limited gain, we do have more freedom for adaptive sensing in SCI [114]. For example, in video SCI,

we can adapt the sensing rate by changing the number of patterns during one exposure time. Intuitively,

a high-speed scene with complicated objects needs a small Cr (Nt) while a low-speed scene with simple

objects can have a high Cr. A simple look-up table was proposed in [115] to implement this temporal

adaptive sensing. One near-future research direction is to build a closed-loop adaptive sensing system using

SCI and reinforcement learning, which can also integrate with the deep learning-based reconstruction to

perform real-time control of SCI. A similar idea can also be used in spectral SCI, where we can adapt

the number of spectral channels depending on the specific task, and other SCI systems. Towards this end,

a hybrid system of SCI sensing, deep learning reconstruction and reinforcement learning control will be

built. This leads to the following future of SCI by collaboration.

XII. WIN-WIN FUTURE BY COLLABORATION

In this article, our SCI system only considers the sensing part, i.e., capturing the HD information.

As mentioned in the beginning of this article, in our daily life, sensing and capturing the data around

us is the primary step to perceive the environment, and the main goal is cognition and interaction with

the environment. Therefore, a joint end-to-end capture, sensing, control, transmission and recognition

intelligence system is desired. Significant progress has been made in image/video compression, com-

munication, and pattern recognition during the past decade. SCI systems, when they are integrated with
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these systems will lead to a revolution for machine vision. For instance, every SCI system itself is

an encoder and the conventional compression method based on clean images can be changed to coding

based on compressed measurements. Meanwhile, the detection and recognition algorithms can be directly

performed on the captured compressed measurements [116]16 (e.g., an SCI-event camera can be built).

These revolutionary modules can be re-organized to a new regime of optical compression, coding on

measurements, semantic and contextual analysis on measurements, decoding (and refined recognition) on

the edge/cloud, and reinforcement learning control. This new end-to-end closed-loop integration system

resembles evolutionary learning or even further the neural processing and thus the cognition of human

beings, which is also the long term research goal of artificial intelligence.

In the future, we envision more and more daily life applications use SCI as the sensing part and

integrate with other systems for specific use cases.
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